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Promising Author Kalsum Debuts a Charming Collection of Inspirational Animal Stories 

  
Blue Springs, Missouri, November 1, 2023 – Debut author Kalsum, a gifted writer of Pakistani descent, announces 
the release of her poignant new book that invites readers, young and old, to uncover the wisdom and beauty in 
the world of animals. 
  
Through her touching anthology, Kalsum encourages readers to view animals in a new light, as creatures capable 
of experiencing complex emotions, and lessons in love, joy, and hope in their own ways. The book brings to life 
delightful narratives about sparrows, squirrels, roosters, and more - breathing life into their experiences and 
inviting readers to delve into their world. 
  
The first-time author has a unique ability to write for all ages, making this a perfect read-aloud for families. With 
vibrant imagery and engaging narrative, adults and children alike will enjoy identifying and learning about the 
intriguing wildlife that adorn the pages. 
  
One compelling chapter invites readers to discover the power of faith through the perspective of a rooster, while 
another heartwarming story provides the opportunity to learn about managing peer pressure and the importance 
of prayer with a quirky squirrel as the protagonist. 
  
Written in memory of her late son, Kalsum found both hope and inspiration in her writing journey, and she hopes 
to share this sense of upliftment with her readers. This heartfelt collection reflects the strength of a mother who 
channels grief into creativity, resulting in a truly transformative literary work. 
  
Each of the 18 stories included in Kalsum’s book presents unique insights that will inspire readers to perceive the 
world around them differently. By weaving lessons of love, joy, forgiveness, friendship, charity, and kindness into 
her narratives, Kalsum hopes readers will share and inspire those around them with these universal values. 
  
Courtesy of her creative pen, readers are offered a fresh perspective on everyday creatures, encouraging everyone 
to appreciate the beauty and wisdom in our natural world. 
  
Kalsum’s book is already receiving high praise from early readers, heralding it as a deeply emotional, insightful, and 
uplifting read. The book is available for purchase now. 
  
### 
  
About Kalsum 
  
Kalsum is a promising new author who brings a rich cultural background and deep personal ties into her writing. Of 
Pakistani descent, her work is inspired by her love for her son and her fascination with the unspoken wisdom of 
the animal kingdom. With personal loss serving as the catalyst for this literary adventure, she hopes to spread joy 
and empathy through storytelling and inspire readers to appreciate the lessons nature offers us. 
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